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ABSTRACT

The analysis, surveillance, and control of infectio
diseases are important functions of public hea
organizations around the world.  This article describes
design and implementation of simulation tools that inclu
several innovations for modeling infectious disea
transmission.  These tools address several important is
for understanding the epidemiology of sexually transmit
infections. The model accounts for realistic infecti
transmission systems by explicitly modeling 
heterogeneous populations of individuals with varyi
social and geographic characteristics, (ii) comp
interaction between individuals to characteri
opportunities for transmission, (iii) infection characterist
such as transmission probabilities and infection durat
and (iv) contact and infection histories.  Since public he
organizations collect and use information regard
infected individuals, including geographic location a
partnership data, the tool is well equipped to help evalu
the effectiveness of interventions based on that data. 
outline design decisions and present results of in
simulation analysis.  We also discuss short-term goals
extending the simulation toolkit to address specific ne
of the Centers for Disease Control.

1 INTRODUCTION

In addition to human suffering, the major sexua
transmitted infections (excluding HIV) result in $1
billion in annual indirect and direct costs (Institute 
Medicine 1997). There is therefore great poten
benefit in developing tools to help design effecti
infection surveillance and control programs.

This article describes the design an
implementation of GERMS (Geographic-Environmen
Reinfection Modeling Simulator), a simulation toolk
that includes several innovations for modeling t
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transmission of infectious diseases. The development 
GERMS is part of a three-year project to provide th
CDC with analytical tools to augment the decision
making process for resource allocation for sexuall
transmitted infections.

The GERMS toolkit address several issues that a
particularly important for understanding the
epidemiology of sexually transmitted infections.  In
particular, the model accounts for realistic infection
transmission systems by explicitly modeling (i)
heterogeneous populations of individuals with varyin
social and geographic characteristics, (ii) comple
interaction between individuals to characterize
opportunities for transmission, (iii) infection
characteristics such as transmission probabilities a
infection duration, and (iv) contact and infection
histories.  Since public health organizations collect an
use information regarding infected individuals,
including geographic location and partnership data, th
tool is well equipped to help evaluate the effectivenes
of interventions based on those data.

Section 2 describes alternate model formulations 
order to motivate the GERMS model formulation
Section 3 describes the implementation of the first pha
of the project.  Section 4 presents preliminary result
including a verification analysis that compares closed
form analytical results with the output of simulations o
simplified populations.  This verification helped both
ensure the correctness of the computer implementati
of the model, and provided some insights o
epidemiological relevance.  Section 5 indicate
directions for further development.

2 EXISTING MODELING APPROACHES

Two common types of models for the spread of infectio
are compartmental models and stochastic simulation
Each has benefits and drawbacks.
9
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2.1 Compartmental Models

Compartmental models (for example, see Jacquez 19
are a widely used method for studying the steady state 
transient dynamics of infection.  A desirable attribute 
compartmental models is that analytical results can of
be obtained for a given model, resulting in valuab
insights into the infection process. In this context, 
compartmental model is a set of differential equations t
describe how the number of infected and suscept
individuals changes through time.  For example, for 
infection where individuals follow the pattern susceptibl
infected-susceptible (SIS):

I
d

m
IS

SI
c

dt

dI

RmSI
dIS

SI
c

dt

dS
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where S and I denote the number of susceptible an
infected individuals at time t, d denotes the mean
duration of infection, c denotes the number of contact
per unit time, β denotes the transmission probability p
contact, m denotes an underlying mortality rate, and R
denotes the recruitment rate for new susceptibles. 
Kurtz (1981) and Jacquez (1996) for a discussion 
how deterministic compartmental models relate 
stochastic population models for arbitrarily larg
population sizes, and when the duration of infection
exponentially distributed.

A disadvantage of compartmental models is that 
identity of individuals is not maintained.  This implies th
compartmental models cannot analyze surveillance 
intervention strategies that require knowledge 
characteristics of individuals.  This includes the strategy
contact tracing, the identification of individuals that a
known to be infected.

Furthermore, it may be difficult for a compartment
model to account for several factors that greatly influen
the dynamics of infection.  This motivates microsimulatio
of populations, as described in Section 2.2.

2.2 Discrete-Individual Simulations

Microsimulations have been studied as means 
overcoming some of the drawbacks of compartmen
models.  Microsimulations are discrete-event stocha
simulations of individuals in a host population
Opportunities for the transmission of infections a
explicitly modeled as part of the population dynamics.

For example, Morris and Kretzschmar (1997) indica
that partnership concurrency in a sexually acti
population has a tremendous effect on the rate of epide
rise for HIV infection.  The work of Welch, Chick, an
Koopman (1998) extends this result by indicating that 
1550
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rate of sexual contacts as a function of the number 
partners is also a significant factor for infection dynami
for Gonorrhea (GC).  Ghani, Swinton and Garnett (199
also study the effects of partnership networks on t
epidemiology of GC.  Both Longini et al. (1998) an
Adams et al. (1998) describe simulations that quantify t
value of information about the partners of infecte
individuals, where the objective is to evaluate HIV vaccin
trial designs.  Also see van der Ploeg et al. (1998) a
Habbema et al. (1996).

While microsimulation has been used to gain ma
insights for individual phenomena, such as those list
above, there are some difficulties.  First, many stud
focus on a relatively limited set of factors that affect th
infection dynamics.  Second, the structure of th
mathematical models underlying the simulation 
typically so complex that it is difficult to determine
analytical solutions for special cases, and it is difficu
to identify the real-world meaning of some inpu
parameters.

3 GERMS MODEL FOR POPULATION
AND INFECTION DYNAMICS

GERMS is a microsimulation that is innovative in sever
ways.  First, many previous microsimulation studies foc
on a few input factors that describe infection an
population dynamics.  In contrast, GERMS incorporates
wide range of aspects, thereby allowing for the study o
broad set of interactions among input factors.  GERM
also permits complex mixing of individuals so that many 
the complexities known to influence the transmission 
infection are modeled.  Furthermore, the histories 
contacts and infections for each simulated individual in t
population are maintained, allowing surveillance program
such as contact tracing to be modeled.  In addition, 
model is designed so that for special cases closed fo
solutions for a number of relevant quantities can 
determined, including quasi-equilibrium prevalence leve
(Jacquez and Simon 1993).  This allows for verification 
correct computer implementation of the mathematic
models for population dynamics and infectio
transmission.  GERMS is designed to provide insight 
simulating a broad class of infection transmission system
Our initial analysis is therefore not validated with respe
to a specific population.  The general structure of t
model, however, is designed to have face validity f
modelers of infectious diseases.

GERMS explicitly models:

• The identity of individuals, including
infection history and personal attributes

• Contact patterns for partnership formation
• Transmission of infection
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3.1 Formal Mathematical Specification

The model can abstractly be thought of as a netwo
valued stochastic process.  Each node represents
individual in the population.  Arcs may be added 
removed through time as relationships between individu
are formed and dissolved.

3.1.1  Identity of Individuals

Non-homogenous populations can be specified 
assigning different parameter values to each simula
individual.  Some of these parameters include:

Gender: Male or Female
Sexual Preference: Male or Female or Both
Rate, λλλλ, of seeking new partnerships when unpartnered
Damping factor, θ,θ,θ,θ,  for seek rate, per concurrent partner
Partnership Profile: Monogamous or Polygamous
Geographical home (Cartesian coordinates)
Social group:  (one or more of 32 groups that repres
membership in a socio-economic category that may 
important to distinguish for an epidemiologic study)

Most parameters are readily understood, exc
perhaps the damping factor θθθθ.  When θθθθ = 1, individuals
constantly seek new partners, regardless of their cur
number of partners. Individuals with θθθθ=0 are monogamous
and when θθθθ is in between, the rate of seeking new partn
declines as a function of the current number of partn
(see equation 1 below for a formal definition).

Additional parameters include probabilities of seekin
treatment, given that symptoms are noticed; the probab
of reporting a given partner to medical authorities wh
reporting is requested; and others.

During a simulation run, state variables are maintain
to record information for each individual, such as (1) t
identity of each partner, if any, (2) the infection status, 
the identity of the most recent few partners, as well 
timing information, and (4) the most recent infection a
recovery times, if applicable.

3.1.2  Contact Patterns

Contact patterns determine the manner in wh
partnerships are formed and dissolved through tim
Previous work has indicated that many aspects of 
complex partnering patterns observed in the field may h
a strong influence on the dynamics of the infection in
population (as discussed briefly in Section 2).

Contact patterns are determined in GERMS by lett
individuals “seek” partnerships in “activity settings”
known in GERMS as bins.  Each bin has both geographi
(Cartesian coordinates) and social coordinates (e.g., o
individuals from certain social groups can form 
1551
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relationship in a given bin).  The bin concept wa
motivated by empirical models of Jacquez et al. (1989) 
describe the complex mixing processes observed in t
field.  Bins allow for a rich combination of assortive
(“birds of a feather”) and disassortive (“opposites attract
mixing patterns.

Each individual splits his/her seeking of a partnersh
amongst one or more bins, so that a fraction, fij,of
individual j's time is spent seeking a partner in bin i.  The fij
will be positive for bins that allow an individual to enter
and may be greater for geographically “close” bins (there
flexibility for assigning the fij).  The seeking rate for
individual j depends on their base seek rate λj, their
damping factor θj, and their current number of partners nj.
The seek rate of individual j in bin i is then:

jn

jjijij f θλξ ≡ (1)

(we use θj = 0 for monogamy, and allow no seeking for
partnered monogamous individuals).

The rate of partnership formation between tw
individuals is assumed to be a function of the seek rates
each individual.  The rate, rijk, of partnership formation
between individuals j and k in bin i is defined as follows:

2
ikij

ijkr
ξξ +

≡

assuming that relationship formation is permissible
considering monogamy contraints, and ri jk = 0
otherwise.  The decision to define ri jk in terms of the
arithmetic mean of individual seek rates was motivate
by the fact that this relationship satisfies the
Fredrickson/McFarland properties (Castillo-Chave
1989) for partnership mixing and allows for relatively
fast simulations, as described in Section 3.2 below.

In GERMS, partnerships form between explicitly
modeled individuals and persist over a finite time span.  Th
time span is divided into two phases; the courtship phase a
the relationship phase.  The relationship phase is defined
the onset of sexual activity and is the period during whic
infection transmission can occur between two partners.  T
length of each phase has a Gamma distribution.

3.1.3  Transmission of Infection

Transmission can occur only within the context of 
relationship between two individuals.  Our model allow
for the probability of transmission to depend on th
genders of the infector and infectee, as well as the rate
contacts, which is a parameter of the bin.
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3.2 Discrete-Event Simulation Design
and Implementation

GERMS models a population of individuals who mingle 
various activity settings, form sexual partnerships th
persist over time, and who may infect or become infec
by a partner.  These processes of partnership formation
infection, along with some of their algorithmi
complexities, are described below.

3.2.1  Partnership Life-Cycle

Partnership formation events are sampled by fi
determining a time of next partnership formation, then 
determining the bin and specific individuals involved in th
partnership.  Since each partnership occurs at a given 
and the rate may change through time as other partners
are formed or terminated in the population, partners
formation times are randomly sampled in accordance w
a non-homogenous Poisson process.  The implementa
essentially inverts the cumulative of a non-homogeno
Poisson process by distributing calculations through tim
performing one calculation per partnership formation 
breakup event.

A next potential partnership formation time is sampl
at the start time, ta, of every partnership.  At that time eac
bin is queried for the rate at which partnerships are form
in it and these rates are summed to yield an ove
partnership formation rate, R1.  The time, t∆ , until the next
partnership begins is then sampled from an exponen
distribution with mean 11 R  and the next partnership is

scheduled to begin at time ttt as ∆+= .  A problem with ts
arises if another partnership ends at time sb tt < .  When a
partnership ends, the partnership formation rate increa
in each bin in which the partners circulate, yielding a n
overall rate, R2.  Since t∆  was generated for a random
process having rate R1, it would be incorrect to schedule a
event at ts when the process now has rate R2. Therefore ts is
re-scaled by the ratio of the old and new rates as follows

( )
2

1:
R

R
tttt bsbs −+=

This type of re-scaling occurs for each partnership t
terminates prior to ts, until the next partnership formation
event actually occurs.

3.2.2  Randomly Sampling Partners

The probability of partners being sampled from a particu
bin is proportional to that bin’s contribution to the overa
partnership formation rate, R.  Once the bin is determined
the partners must be sampled.  In the discussion 
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follows, only a two-sided bin (which allows for
partnerships with two distinct roles, e.g. heterosexu
partnerships) is considered.  However, an analogo
process can be constructed for one-sided bins f
homosexual partnerships.

The probability of two people being sampled from a
given bin is proportional to the rate at which they ar
currently forming partnerships.  Partners are sampled 
first sampling the first person, then sampling the secon
person conditional on the identify of the first person.  I
principle, this process requires checking each pair 
individuals circulating in the bin to determine the rate a
which they seek each other, assuming they are s
compatible.  Two people are compatible (a) if they are
not already in a partnership with one another and (b) 
neither person is monogamous and already in 
partnership.  Once the set of potential partners 
determined for the first sampled person, the probabili
distribution over the set must be calculated and th
second partner sampled.

An exact implementation of the process describe
above has a computational time complexity (Knuth 1973

of ( )2NO  per partnership formed, where N denotes the

population size.  Because there are ( )NO  partnerships per

unit simulated time, the overall time would be ( )3NO .  A
more computationally efficient approach is needed.  Th
probability, pij, of selecting person j from bin i , for
individuals j that can form partnerships in bin i, can be
approximated as:









+∝ ∑

2| 12

1

2 sidek i

ikij
ij w

p
ξξ

where wi1 is the number of people on side one of bin i,
excluding partnered monogamous people.  Th
approximation is exact for entirely monogamou
populations.  However, it becomes less accurate as 
fraction of polygamous individuals increases because 
counts as compatible those people on side two with who
person j is already involved.  An overall simulation time

complexity of ( )NNO log  is then achieved by
combining this approximation with (1) a balanced binar
containing a node for each person, and (2) a rejecti
sampling method to reject partnerships that a
incompatible, but were inappropriately sampled because
the approximation.  The number of rejections until 
compatible partner is found is geometrically distribute
and for large populations and/or low partnership formatio
rates, a partner is quickly determined.
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3.2.3  Infection Transmission and Natural History

GERMS currently implements what is termed 
Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS) model of infecti
transmission.  In such a model, individuals are suscept
to infection, become infected and subsequently return
the susceptible state. The modeled transmission mecha
is sexual contact.  An example of a sexually transmit
SIS infection is Gonorrhea.

When a partnership enters its relationship pha
(defined by the onset of sexual activity) the possibil
exists for infection transmission.  If exactly one of th
partners is infected, a potential time to transmission is
sampled from an exponential distribution with mea
depending on the rate of contacts and the probability
infection per contact.  An infection event is scheduled
the resulting transmission time occurs during t
partnership’s relationship phase and before the infec
partner is scheduled to recover.

When a person’s infection begins, each of the perso
partners is examined.  If a partner is not already infect
then a potential time to transmission is sampled a
conditionally scheduled as described above.  Finally, 
potential exists for re-infection from an infected partn
when an infection clears.  At that time each of the new
cured person’s partners is examined and if a partne
infected, then a potential time to transmission is samp
and conditionally scheduled.

In the near future GERMS will be expanded to inclu
additional notions of infection surveillance an
intervention.  If an infected individual is cured by som
external intervention, such as the administration 
antibiotics, then all scheduled transmissions for which t
individual is responsible are cancelled.

3.2.4  Simulation Engine and Operational Issues

Previous experience (Adams et al. 1998, Welch et 
1998) suggested that an object-oriented design is w
suited to the type of infectious-disease modeling be
explored here.  Other requirements for a simulati
package included a complete programming langua
the ability to link in C/C++ objects, a mature code ba
and the availability of technical support.  Afte
reviewing both commercial and freely availab
packages, MODSIM III from CACI Products Compan
running on Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 was finally
selected.

The experience with MODSIM III has thus far bee
positive.  Technical support has been adequate and
problems have been discovered in the MODSIM 
code base.  Another desirable feature of MODSIM III 
that one specifies processes rather than individ
events.  Partnership and infection life-cycles are ve
naturally expressed with this abstraction.  A min
1553
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deficit in using MODSIM III is that time and space
optimization efforts have been hampered by the lack 
suitable profiling tools.

GERMS is run from the command line, reads
simulation parameters from several input files an
writes several output files.  The input files specify th
characteristics of the infection, people and bins.  Oth
input parameters allow GERMS to be placed in variou
special modes that facilitate testing and the constructio
of regression test suites for verifying the simulatio
code.  The output files optionally contain a record of a
simulation events and a report containing measures 
interest collected at regular intervals during th
simulation run.  In addition, the complete state of th
simulation is saved at the end and can be read in for
later run.  This allows one to run GERMS for a burn-in
period, save the state, and start future simulatio
experiments from this state.

3.3 Population Editor Interface

Previous experience and early requirements analysis 
the current work indicated that some sort of graphic
input file generator would be extremely useful.  Such 
tool would allow for easier creation and visualization o
a population (and the associated input files) on which 
base a set of simulation runs.  The Population Edit
Interface was created for this purpose.

The Population Editor allows for the easy creatio
of an arbitrary number of bins and sub-groups o
individuals. Using a point-and-click interface, bins can
be precisely placed on a geographical map and th
attributes (i.e. seek rate for individuals circulating in th
bin) modified.  Similarly, groups of individuals can be
created with similar attributes (i.e. gender, sexua
preference, etc.) and randomly distributed over the ma
Clicking on a specific individual displayed on the map
pops up a dialog box containing the values of th
individual’s attributes.  This dialog box allows one to
fine-tune attributes of individuals.

Several features make it easy to identify individual
or groups of individuals of interest.  A “zoom” feature
makes it easy to zero-in on individuals in a given
geographic area.  For identifying groups of individual
with similar attributes, the Population Editor allows the
construction of simple queries against which th
population is searched.  Individuals matching the que
can be color-coded for easy identification.

In addition to allowing for the specification of bins
and populations, the Population Editor also allows on
to specify parameters associated with the infectio
process; i.e. infection duration, probability of
transmission per sex act, and recovery rate.  Finally, t
Population Editor allows one to specify the number o
reporting intervals and the duration of each interval.
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The Population Editor Interface was develope
using Microsoft Visual Basic 5.0 on the Microso
Windows NT 4.0 platform.  The ability to rapidly
prototype graphical interfaces was a main considerat
in the choice of Visual Basic.

Figure 1: A screen shot of the Population Editor
Interface after 2000 individuals (small dots) and 10
bins (small circles) are defined.

4 OBSERVATIONS FROM INITIAL ANALYSIS

One claimed advantage of GERMS is that closed-fo
solutions are available for simplified input paramet
settings.  During the verification phase of our simulati
development, we ran simulation experiments on t
populations created with the Population Editor to te
whether or not the simulation response inde
corresponded to theoretical values.  We describe here s
results that confirm correct implementation of th
population dynamics and SIS infection process.

For the simplified test populations, we assumed
closed population (no recruitment or departures) 
N=1000 males and N=1000 females that seek monogamo
relationships in a single bin.  All individuals have the sam
1554
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rate ξ=1/14 days. Partnerships break up at rat
σ=1/14 days, the rate of contact during a partnership 
φ=3/7 (3 per week), with per-contact transmissio
probability h=0.3 when exactly one partner is infected
The infection duration is exponentially distributed with
mean 1/ρ =55 days, a value that is reasonable fo
gonorrhea.

For this scenario, the stationary distribution has 
prevalence (infection dies out).  However, infection leve
hover around a pseudo-equilibrium endemic level 
infection for extended periods of time (the stationary ze
prevalence level may take extremely long time periods 
be obtained).  For these experiments, the pseu
equilibrium level is the prevalence level such that a new
infected individual infects one additional person, i
expectation.  Chick et al. (1999) shows that

( )
φσ

ξ
ρξρσρφσσρφσσ

ξσξ
ρξσξ

h

hh

N
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people are infected at the time of partnership breakup, 
month, assuming the units of rates are per day.

Table 1 (below) summarizes the first set of initia
experiments with the above parameters, as well as w
some variations on the parameters.  Variations on the b
case allowed for variations on one parameter individual
Simulation analysis had the population mixing for 1 yea
infection was introduced into the population at time 1 yea
and initial analysis indicated that pseudo-equilibrium leve
were reached in approximately 3-5 years.  Simulatio
statistics are based on batch mean analysis with 16 batc
of 1 year, and give a 95% confidence level/credible s
using a t-statistic approximation.  The analysis was rough
the same for 32 batches of 6 months.  Statistical tests 
the independence of batches indicated that mo
correlations are not significant, but that there may be
potential positive correlation between adjacent batches 
the Base Case, so the CI may be slightly overconfident 
that case.

Table 1: Theoretical and Simulation Estimates for Numb
Infected at End of Partnership, Per Month
Experiment Theoretical 95% Sim Est.
Base Case 710.6 (686, 737)
Base. but ξ=1/7 1692.4 (1664, 1705)
Base, but σ=1/21 572.7 (542, 587)
Base, but h=0.5 1228.0 (1203, 1235)
Base, but ρ=1/50 457.3 ( 454, 504)

All the theoretical values fell within the interval
estimates from simulation, and therefore supported t
assertion that the coding and the analysis are correct.

Additional experiments (results not shown) furthe
verified the simulation code, and gave an initial feel for th
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simulated infection dynamics when more realistic infectio
and contact parameters were used. Results indicate tha
degree of concurrency with sexual partners and b
parameters of the gamma distribution for infection durati
strongly influence infection dynamics.

5 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This article documents work in progress. The work alrea
allows for the modeling of a number of behavioral chang
that may be a result of intervention programs.  F
instance, increased condom usage can be modeled 
reduction in the probability of transmission per conta
We wish to implement a number of further extension
however, before comparing surveillance and cont
programs in detail.  Some extensions have already b
specified and implementation is under way.  Addition
extensions are presently being specified.  The extensi
include:

1) Passive and active surveillance and control
activities, including (a) self reporting of
infectiousness when symptoms are noted, (b)
self-reporting of recent partners to public
health programs for treatment, (c) the attempt
of public health workers to identify infecteds
by seeking in geographically important areas
or by contact tracing.

2) More complicated infection processes than SI
and SIS models.  First in line are syphilis and
HIV infection.

3) Multiple strains of infectious agents.
4) The development of adaptive immune

responses.

These changes are necessary to adequately m
challenges faced by the CDC for resource allocati
decisions.

6 SUMMARY

The development of GERMS is driven by decision-supp
needs of public health agencies that must evalu
surveillance and control programs for infectious diseas
We have developed a model that (1) for simple parame
settings, allows for closed-form solutions of figures 
interest and (2) is sufficiently complex to allow for 
broader set of population and infection dynamics than 
most microsimulations to date.  Initial simulation analys
verified the correct operation of the simulation code.  T
project is a work in progress, and implementation 
additional complexities is underway.  We hope that th
work will result in a valuable resource for decision make
for controlling infectious diseases.
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